
WARRIOR TRAINING
MODULE 5: PATIENCE
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THE WAIT 
IS OVER

patient means to wait, and waiting is not something any of 
us like to do. Time is meaningless to our soul and that 
freedom is to live presently in every moment, but we’re 
stuck in this body and that demands something else! To 
spirit, there is no wait, only now. Waiting is a game of 
density, one that slows down our vibration as we move 
from energy to form. As you learned last week, time and 
space are the currency we use to create our reality.
 
Patience is both perpetrating and victim’s energy but you 
can break these cycles and convert those feelings into 
power. Waiting becomes preparation and advantage.
 
From your childhood, waiting became a wound, signifying 
that something would take a long time to eventuate. That 
turned to despair. Not fear, despair. It was as an adult that 
you converted those waiting feelings into terror due to its 
uncertainty. Scenario planning filled with “what ifs” and 
“hows”, followed by the sensation of running out of time. 
As a life coach for eight years, can you imagine how many 
times I have heard about the clock ticking? Especially 
around spiritual growth and purpose! Nowadays, we even 
have slang to experience our panic and dread around it - 
FOMO (fear of missing out). We’ve gone crazy!
 
Where did this fear spring from? It’s because you do not 
believe that you are actually manifesting your reality. You 
do not trust yourself and most likely hold some baggage 
with the universe (which is really you not trusting yourself).
 
Learning to trust yourself is the whole journey. When you 
have complete trust there is absolute knowing that your 
desires can be actualized. Trusting yourself is the only 
missing ingredient in your formula of manifesting. Can you 
believe that? All that searching and it’s in you? It’s like 
trying to complete a jigsaw puzzle and when you give up 
because of that missing piece, you find you’ve been sitting 
on it the whole time. Your inner distrust saw you put your 
hopes in outside forces, binding you to periods of waiting 
or settling. To close that gap between what you want and 
actually having it, you need to learn to move on regardless 
of the circumstances. To say “screw you” to waiting or 
settling. You have choice and freedom now. As your inner 
relationships heal, the trust journey commences.

Yesterday’s pain is the 
Warrior of the Light’s 
strength.

Paulo Coelho

E
w, it’s time to address the wretched word “patience”. 
It’s something we ask of our children and those 
around us but at a visceral level, it hurts! To be 
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thrilled to hear so many of your success 
stories over the years! Those seven stages 
help you remember that manifesting your 
dreams - from small to large - is a process 
that speaks to all aspects of you. It’s your 
me, myself, and I, and it sings to your soul.
 
Me is your ego. It’s your dense, 
unconscious programming that vibrates 
with the density of lack and suffering within.
 
Myself is your inner child. It’s the faithful 
servant of your body. While neutral with its 
commands, it becomes receptive to 
programming through behavior and focus. 
It reflects the blueprint of your 
consciousness and every aspect offers a 
message from you to you. Although your 
DNA and genetics command their own 
path, your beliefs can become the loudest 
commander, overriding everything. It’s like 
a satellite system rerouting your genetic 
structure, with instructions coming from 
your thoughts and programming. This is 
the power of epigenetics, where you can 
change what’s going on in your body. This 
means that while unconsciously you 
accepted these overrides, you can also 
take your power back with conscious 
thoughts and actions. Super-hacking FTW!.
 
The I, or I am, is your superconsciousness. 
It’s the higher self version of you that is all 
knowing. It has experienced everything in 
the universe, has infinite intelligence, and 
is immortal. Sounds good, amirite? When 
your body and ego dies, the I am returns 
into the universe itself and rejoins once 
again with source energy. This version of 
you holds your divine soul and purpose for 
this lifetime. You may only just be 
connecting consciously with your I am, and 
no doubt you’re wondering what took you 
so long to connect with your true essence!
 
Your higher self - your unlimited you - has 
been patient while your awareness catches 
up. It’s ready for you to connect with your 
highest frequency and to align to your 
soul's purpose. Which is, and always has 
been, to create expansive joy! Your true 
purpose on this earth is to become one 
with the me, myself, and I. The unity of self 
brings the unity of consciousness.

UNIVERSAL
APPEAL  

any of you found me through my 
popular Seven Steps to 
Manifestation formula. I’ve been M

A warrior of light needs 
patience and speed. He 
treats each situation as 
if it was unique.

Paulo Coelho
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WAVE THE WHITE FLAG
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So, what are the seven steps to manifestation all about? It’s the vision, desire, and action you instill to 
materialize ideas into physical form.
 
 

Desire

Vision

Intention

Imagination

Inspired action

Dive into service  

Surrender

I want

I see myself as

I am

I recall as if I am complete

I demonstrate what I have become

I balance my karma

I release my energy to the universe I turn over

I give what I have & know

I show up as

I have become

I command and become

I can connect

I am lacking

When you reach the seventh step and surrender, you are on your way but, of course,  you’re not 
there as the form has not been manifested. You have done all you can, however, from your limited 
perspective. But wait, how can I ask you to surrender if you’re not complete? When you surrender, 
you hand everything over to the universe so that behind-the-scenes, actions, people, and events are 
orchestrated to manifest your desires into existence. This is turning energy into form; a believable 
miracle you can comprehend. On a more esoteric level, you are shifting your realities, from one 
parallel timeline to the next. You are the master of your own universe, after all.
 
Below, list out the things are you are waiting on. Make a note of anything you can take action on 
instead of waiting. For example, if a hold up on your tax is why you haven’t booked your ticket to 
Vegas, instead of idly waiting you can get proactive. Maybe plan your weekend out, connect with 
others that are going, ensure you’re doing these exercises or find your higher self costume? Heck, 
you could even start packing!
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CRY FREEDOM
The idea of patience brings out several deep-rooted wounds. When we are in the vibration of waiting 
we are usually triggered into desperation, comparison, judgement, and settling,  along with worry. It’s 
usually triggering unworthiness, deserving concerns, freedom or safety issues.
 
With these triggers, the brain clicks in as the problem solver. When what you want doesn’t arrive in 
your expected timeline, your logical (read: unconscious) mind searches for a problem to solve. Why 
has it not been delivered on time? There must be an issue. This is a great example of a “waiting 
wound” and doubt and assumptions often sit within it.
 
Before you start on this next free-flow exercise, invite your ego into the driver’s seat. If you need a 
kickstart, think back to a time when your ego was in control, pedal-to-the-metal, hooning around 
corners, and occasionally doing doughnuts. Got that time in mind? Cool, now play the music that you 
were listening to then and watch your ego step forth.
 
Why haven’t you manifested your deepest desires yet? Write your answers below.

I must not have manifested them yet because                                                                                                      

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

I must see others have theirs before mine because                                                                                              

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

It must be because I am not good enough at                                                                                                        

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

Maybe it’s because I’m not smart or trained enough                                                                                             

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

I’m not far enough ahead right now because                                                                                                         

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I’m not abundant enough just yet because                                                                                                            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

I’m not actually free enough to have it yet because                                                                                               

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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I’m not safe enough to be myself to have it right now because                                                                             

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I have been overlooked so far because                                                                                                                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

I am second best thanks to my                                                                                                                           

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

I am chosen last because                                                                                                                                

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

It scares me to wait any longer but I                                                                                                                  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

It scares me to not know it’s coming because                                                                                                       

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

A warrior lives by acting, not by 
thinking about acting,nor by 
thinking about what he will think 
when he has finished acting.

Carlos Castaneda
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GET OUT OF JAIL FREE
Thank your ego and ask it to skedaddle. Meditate with calming music to invite your higher self to 
answer the same questions.
 
Why haven’t you manifested your deepest desires yet? Let's go, higher self!

I must not have manifested them yet because                                                                                                      

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

I must see others have theirs before mine because                                                                                              

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

It must be because I am not good enough at                                                                                                         

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

Maybe it’s because I’m not smart or trained enough                                                                                             

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

I’m not far enough ahead right now because                                                                                                         

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I’m not abundant enough just yet because                                                                                                            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

I’m not actually free enough to have it yet because                                                                                               

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

I’m not safe enough to be myself to have it right now because                                                                             

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I have been overlooked so far because                                                                                                                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 
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I am second best thanks to my                                                                                                                      

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I am chosen last because                                                                                                                                      

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

It scares me to wait any longer but I                                                                                                                      

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

It scares me to not know it’s coming because                                                                                                       

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

                                                                   

Looking at the two pages, can you see the difference between letting your ego steer and your higher 
self? This is a valuable exercise to practice and keep on file. Start with the ego’s perspective, then go 
deeper for the truth.

One by one she slew her fears, and 

then planted a flower garden over 

their graves. John Mark Green
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HAZARD A GUESS
Waiting creates doubt and worry. It moves us away from our desires and makes us settle for what is 
showing up. It creates scenario thinking which focuses our attention in the wrong place. It’s a 
hurricane of trouble with assumptions laying dormant after the path of destruction. The ego has a field 
day! Scenario thinking takes our imagination away from creative pursuits and uses it to create 
assumptions of what is. This is dangerous and will shift us into stress, forcing us to make choices 
from limited perspectives.
 
Look at these questions and answer how you have been the victim of this waiting wound. It’s like 
going to one of those laser tattoo removal clinics. Which one is more painful, though?

When I have to wait, I settle for                                                                                                                              

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

I lose patience and give up my desire or intention when                                                                                        

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

I don’t have enough time for                                                                                                                                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

Waiting makes me insecure about                                                                                                                  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

I’m running out of time for                                                                                                                              

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I’m getting too old to                                                                                                                                      

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

I see time on my body when                                                                                                                              

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

When I’m bored I settle for                                                                                                                          

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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When I’m lonely I settle for                                                                                                                                     

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

Time has my power in                                                                                                                                    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

I don’t like being patient with                                                                                                                                

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

I don’t want to be patient in                                                                                                                         

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

I have to wait for                                                                                                                                               

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

I have to wait to                                                                                                                                               

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When I am late I                                                                                                                                               

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When I am waiting I                                                                                                                                               

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Look back over these answers. Do you see the shadows you have been hiding around patience and 

waiting? What has arisen?                                                                                                                                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------       

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------     

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------     

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------     

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------     

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 
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A DESIGN FOR LIFE
Let’s power up again. It’s time to kick down those old stop signs you’ve been seeing on this path and 
witness every challenge as an opportunity to fine-tune your vibration to get you into alignment.
 
When you are wanting from a place of lack (bills to pay, relationship woes, or heading back to those 
old binge-eating habits, you cannot manifest effectively. “Well hot damn, I’m experiencing those 
problems”, I hear you say, That’s okay, I have this message for you: when you are feeling lack, your 
only job is to raise your vibration to meet the frequency of what you are manifesting. The results are 
not immediate usually, however, but that takes time and preparation to get there.
 
When you prepare for your desires, you eliminate the waiting wound.
 
Do a quick brainstorm of what you are desiring today. Yes, today! Don’t forget it’s okay for your 
manifesting goal posts to move, even when you reach them.
 

Now, pick one thing from the list above. Instead of looking at the void of your as-yet unmanifested 
goals, you’re going to make the switch from playing a waiting game to just playing. How? By using the 
forward motion of preparation as a guide. Waiting decreases our vibration and that’s a one-way ticket 
to victim town. Let’s change all needs and wants into action.
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SPRING INTO ACTION
Let’s say you desire a soul mate. How can you prepare your body, mind, and soul to attract them? I 
would start practicing self-care and self-love. This could mean going to yoga, eating clean food, doing 
a meditation course, etc. If I notice my mind is throwing old patterns on a hamster wheel kinda loop, I 
have to address that too. Whatever is misaligned, create an action plan to correct it.
 
Whether you desire more money, freedom, kindness, connection - whatever - fill out the chart below 
with action you listed on the page before. Write something for every one of the seven steps.
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You’ve now designed a strong action plan which is already raising your vibration and moving you 
closer to your desire. With an action plan, you’ve removed waiting. You’re building and creating with 
this action plan, creating the space you need to reach fulfilment. It’s a thrilling way to let go of settling 
and comparison, and instead, create success on your own merits.

Desire

Vision

Intention

Imagination

Inspired action

Service

Surrender
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There are lots of things a warrior can do at a 

certain time which he couldn’t do years before. 

Those things themselves did not change; what 

changed was his idea of himself.

SUMMARY

As your new reality unfolds, and trust for yourself and the universe builds, you’ll find more 
compassion for others. You may be shaking your head on this one. What about all those times 
people have let you down? Or that your dreams have been slammed into along the highway of your 
life? And those bastards that crushed your heart? I’ve got you boo, you’re going to be okay because, 
with trust, deep understanding, and heightened awareness, you’re going to witness a world that 
makes a whole lot more sense. This program has taken the courage of a warrior to go deep within. 
Think how challenging it's been for you. How tough must it be for those locked in spirals who don’t 
even know they need this training, let alone how to get it? It's time to deepen our compassion.

Carlos Castaneda

WITH LOVE & UNDERSTANDING, SEE YOU NEXT WEEK!

With my master plan to master patience, you’re gearing up to be able to close the gap of time on 
each opportunity presented to you. Plus, with this method, there is more time to play. So go jump on 
a trampoline, or throw a ball with your dog because you’re no longer bloody waiting!
 
By getting yourself aligned with the frequency of your desires, that neverending moment of waiting 
shortens and sometimes even disappears altogether if you’re vibing high enough! When you find 
yourself waiting, observe your frequency and create an action plan to shift it. There is no worry or 
stress when you’re only a few steps away from manifestation. The more you master your time and 
space, the greater the trust you have in the creation process. The greater the trust, the higher the 
mastery. The higher the mastery, the faster the shifts into new realities. It’s magical!

WHAT'S COMING


